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High Leigh All Age Gathering 2015: Slavery and Liberation with Kevin Bales
“It was a great weekend. I am still sharing it with Friends as I meet them.”
This quote, from a North London Friend,
sums up how many people felt about this
year’s gathering. The theme was slavery
and the adult programme, led by world
expert Kevin Bales, was comprehensive and
covered many aspects of slavery including:







The older children have produced a
fantastic short video which we hope to
share with the Area Meeting on our website
shortly.
Saturday night’s entertainment was again
provided by the Famous Potatoes, and band
member Keith Baxter led us in country
dancing.

How Quakers invented human rights
and NGOs from their belief that God can
be found in every person.
How Quakers also invented eating
chocolate and then got into trouble
with slavery in cocoa.
How
Quakers
invented
ethical
consumption / what that means today.
How our Peace Testimony leads to our
Anti-Slavery testimony
How slavery causes global warming, and
why
we
have
to
stop
compartmentalising the interlocking
issues we face.

Of the 81 participants in the weekend, 27
were children ranging in age from 17
months to 14 years. We also welcomed 14
from North London (4 of whom were
children) which was felt to be a real
success. The Committee would like to thank
both Area Meetings for the places they
supported, including the funding of all the
children’s places which is truly appreciated
by parents and carers.
£292 was collected for the speaker’s choice
of charity, Anti-Slavery International, and
has already been sent to them.

Younger participants also tackled the evils
of historical and modern day slavery in an
age appropriate manner with an amazing
programme put together by our Children’s
Committee. It was felt that they were all
affected by what they had learnt, and
engaged with the subject in an interested
and empathetic manner.

We look forward to High Leigh 2016 which
takes place on the 22nd – 24th April. This
will be a DIY year and many have already
offered sessions which is exciting.
Thank you to all those who helped and
participated in the weekend – we look
forward to welcoming you in 2016.

“When I did these sessions I felt
worried for the people who had
suffered by being a slave”.

In Friendship,
High Leigh Committee
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High Leigh: On Reflection
With fond memories of High Leigh when
Devonshire House and Tottenham MM used to
join with Hampstead MM sometime in the 70s or
80s, I accepted the invitation from N.E. Thames
AM for members of North London AM to join
them. My acceptance was not simply a nostalgic
hope to recapture the magic of those previous
weekends which my daughters enjoyed as much
as I did, but the topic of the weekend attracted
me even more.

remedies or accepting that something which has
existed as long as humans have habited the earth
can never be extinguished. We left recognising
that there is still much work to be done, but
having seen in video clips some of the lives of
slaves successfully released and rehabilitated,
that the work being done already has proved
inspiring.
To meet old and new acquaintances, the see the
children enjoying the weekend as much as the
adults, to enjoy a sunny walk in the Hertfordshire
countryside with likeminded companions added
immensely to the weekend. It left me with the
feeling that perhaps it is time for our Area
Meeting to return to some form of weekend like
this, perhaps inviting other Friends to join us.
Thank you North East London AM for giving me
such a refreshing and insightful weekend.

It was wonderful to have the privilege of hearing
such an authority as Kevin Bale on the topic of
slavery today and Quaker history in the Abolition
movement of the past, and having this available
all weekend. Kevin’s engagement with the facts
and work being done today were delivered in a
relaxed and inspiring way, and one left the
conference feeling there was some realistic hope
of improvement in the future. His own
involvement in the work conveyed the complexity
of the current situation thus avoiding easy

Ruth Serner, Winchmore Hill LM

An Enduring Memory from High Leigh This Year
But Jesus called the children to him and said, "Let the little children come to me, and do not hinder them,
for the kingdom of God belongs to such as these. Luke 18:16
The children had come downstairs at the end of
their last session and were invited to present and
share what they had done and learnt over the
weekend. The older teenagers presented a short
video documentary on slavery which was very
engaging with one or two very insightful
comments. Then the younger ones were invited
to walk around the room showing their papier
mache models to us.

moment it didn’t seem so important. A part of
me feels bad about this as they had obviously put
a lot of time and effort in their models.
As the children walked around the room I became
aware of many intense interactions of love
between seated adults and children. The room
was filled with gentle murmurings of praise,
encouragement and the joy of simply witnessing
that of childhood. I felt something beautiful and
tangible – did you?

I’m afraid I have little idea of what these models
actually were because at the time and in the
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John Nayar, Bethnal Green LM

Bethnal Green LM: Where We Are Now
I began attending Ratcliff LM in 2000. In the early
days of my attendance, there were about 6-8
active members and 2-3 regular Attenders. We
met on Sunday mornings and also had regular
study groups on a weekday evening in people’s
homes, which enabled us to get to know each
other better and share “in those things which are
eternal.”

Meeting for Worship. This suggestion was
received very positively and we moved from Key
Close (E1) to QSA in April 2010. This new location
has been a positive move and is more convenient.
In 2012 we changed the name of the Meeting to
“Bethnal Green LM”.
It seems likely that the change of venue and
name have contributed to the marked increase in
the number of Attenders and enquirers that we
have now. There are currently six Attenders who
have been attending regularly for more than a
year. Several newer Attenders have also joined
us in the last few months. Two of our Attenders
hold Area Meeting roles.

I applied and was accepted into membership in
2003. During the 14 years I’ve been involved in
the Meeting, four Attenders including myself
have become members.
One of these four died in 2006. Most of the
active members I knew when I started attending
have now moved away; two joined another Local
Meeting with a Children’s Meeting and one or
two have stopped coming to Meeting regularly.

The increased size of the Meeting has been a
great source of joy. For me, it also highlights the
need for the Meeting to be functioning well in
terms of organisation (opening up, clerking and
finance as well as fulfilling our role as part of the
Area Meeting).
Equally important is the
development of the Meeting as a community
where people can grow both personally and
spiritually and find out more about Quakerism.
Whilst I feel that each of us, whether Member or
Attender, contributes to the life of the Meeting,
the responsibility for “steering” the Meeting
resides mainly with members.
Ray’s
announcement that he is to move to Somerset
has brought things to a head for me. I do not feel

The declining number of active members was
being felt from about 2008 onwards, with
attendance at MfW often being quite low. In
2009/2010, three Meetings for Clearness were
held with the purpose of discerning the way
forward for this small Meeting. The Clearness
Meetings were attended by appointed reps from
our Area Meeting and those active in Ratcliff
Meeting at the time and also Molly Porter from
our neighbouring Area Meeting. Around this
time, it was decided to approach Quaker Social
Action to see if they would be willing to host our
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I will be able to continue with all my current
responsibilities much beyond the end of 2014.

more recently, some discussion time has been
taken up with considering what support the
meeting needs, given the dearth of experienced
Quakers and growth in the number of Attenders.

As at 31/8/2014
I wrote the above in August 2014. Later in the
year, Area Meeting asked for a Working Group to
be set up to look at future arrangements for
Bethnal Green LM.
Attendance on Sunday
mornings has continued to increase, and in the
first quarter of 2015, average weekly attendance
at MfW rose to 10. (The average weekly
attendance for the whole of 2014 was 8.) 68% of
those attending in the first quarter were
Attenders; 18% were members of BGLM and 14%
members of other LMs.

The Working Group considered a number of
options, including the possibility of moving the
time of MfW to late afternoon, so as to enable
other experienced Friends to support us. After
discernment and reflection it seems clear that
changing the time is not the right option for now.
The Working Group is currently looking to make
sure that there is appropriate support so that
Bethnal Green LM can continue and without
there being an undue burden on a very small
number of active members. We would like to
thank Area Meeting for setting up this Working
Group.

Two Attenders (John Nayar and Saska Plowman)
became members in March 2015. John now
coordinates the opening up rota and two
Attenders have been facilitating discussion
groups, which were re-started earlier this year.
Initially we were looking at the Testimonies, but

As at 7/6/2015

Daphne Stedman, Bethnal Green LM

Seem
Heads Down troubles on,
LET THE GAMES BEGIN
AN HONEST SMILE, A KIND HELLO,
to me it’s not a sin.
A GOOD MORN, A GOOD NIGHT,
and all GOOD between,
Hopefully drives your clouds away
With all things that seem obscene.
A laugh of a child, a scampering dog
Brings life into our heart.
Freedom alone in peaceful sway
to guide us to the start.
A simple life with nature involved
to us it’s not a dream.
The GAMES a foot, hearts out of rut,
NOW t-nourish our basic seem.
Ronan Murphy, Bethnal Green LM
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A Harlow Wedding with a KIS

 the huge smiles on both their faces
throughout the day and as they made
their marriage declarations in front of us
all .
 The mad kicks that Terry’s daughters
added to one of the wedding photographs

Harlow is happy to add to this month’s
newsletter with our account of this lovely
wedding that we celebrated on Saturday 21 st
March. Terry Armsby and Diane Abel made their
lifelong promises to be partners and friends to
each other. All in the breath taking hush of happy
Meeting for Worship. There was a quiet crowd of
witnesses for the Meeting for Worship for the
Wedding followed by a noisy cheerful tea and
cakes with family and friends – all supporting and
celebrating this special time.

 Terry and Diane’s pretty
decorations that they carried

lavender

 Spring flowers decorating the hall at the
meeting house – bringing the outside
beauty inside.
 Tea and cakes extraordinaire – with
strawberries and little towers of goodies

What is the KIS in the title?

 The welcome for the children in the
Meeting for Worship too - with books for
the older ones and quiet toys for the little
ones.

That’s the ‘Keep it Simple’ theme that ran though
out the day and felt Quakerly and special at the
heart of this celebration. Terry and Diane had put
much thought into their elegant dresses which
looked truly wonderful.

The meeting was so blessed to share in this happy
time and to support the celebration of Terry and
Diane’s marriage. Their wedding was extra special
in the ‘Keep it Simple’ tradition that is one of our
great Quaker treasures

My stand out memories of this happy sunny day
are the welcome Terry and Diane gave to
everyone

Rose John, Harlow LM
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London Quakers Dialogue 19: What is Vocal Ministry? Where does it come from?
I went along to this well-attended afternoon
event because I wanted to understand more
about vocal ministry. We heard from a panel of
four speakers, each taking a different perspective
on the topic. What follows is taken from the
notes I made, which of course are influenced by
how I understood what I heard.

“It is rooted in the eternity, divinity, and
selflessness of the Inner Light; not in the worldly,
egoistic functions of the conscious mind.” (QFP
2.66)
Michael said that he ministers from what is on his
mind. He draws inspiration from everyday life
and from the life of Jesus as recorded in the
Gospels.

Rex Ambler
Rex reminded us that in his Swarthmore Lecture
in 2014, Ben Pink Dandelion had said we are
forgetting our practices and what they mean.
He quoted QFP 2.60 which says that if we have to
decide whether it is right to speak, we should
consider that it isn’t. Advice on vocal ministry is a
miniature form of how to approach the Quaker
way.

Formerly an Anglican, Michael is now a non-theist
Quaker who is mystified by the idea of a divine
spirit
speaking
through
him.
This
anthropomorphic metaphor no longer speaks to
him.
Advices and Queries 2 and 12 were quoted.

The “Light” enables us to see things as they really
are - not distorted by ego. George Fox said
“What reaches the heart must come from the
heart.” Fox recommended that we should see
how we are when we arrive at MfW and where
others stand.

Alec Davison
Alec feels there is a lack of commitment to
“nurturing the spirit” within British Quakerism.
He spoke of the impoverished state of vocal
ministry that has emerged from Kindlers events
(a London Quakers initiative in the past five
years). Rex Ambler’s “Experiment with Light”
workshops have been very valuable. Eldership
training at Woodbrooke is inadequate and the
“Equipping for Ministry” course is also lacking.
Vocal ministry workshops are in demand. He
feels the Religious Society of Friends needs
renewal/re-visioning of our spiritual lives.

Janet Scott
Janet emphasized the role of Scripture in
ministry. We need to listen to hear the “Word.”
MfW is like putting ourselves beneath the cross
of Jesus Christ. We have to live the “Word” and
not just speak it. Janet quoted St Francis who
said we should preach the Gospel whenever we
can, if necessary using words.

To address these issues, Alec proposes the
following: Training as “spiritual animators”

Michael Wright
Michael felt that QFP 2.60 was not very helpful.
He quoted QFP 2.66 which acknowledges that
ministry that comes from the “soul” can be in
direct contradiction to what is on the mind of the
speaker.



Action research: extend MfW to 1.25 hours
with the first half hour being programmed
(because newcomers do not usually stay for
study groups).

Alec said that vocal ministry is our rehearsal for
speaking to the world.
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Similarities and Differences
During the questions and answers the
fundamentally different viewpoints represented
emerged further, mainly in the area of where
vocal ministry comes from. Michael feels it is a
natural occurrence, not a supernatural revelation.
Janet, however, described human beings giving
vocal ministry as being a “channel” for the words
spoken, which come from beyond us. Rex said
that one early Quaker experienced ministry as
“God in the body.”

Michael
acknowledged
the
importance/specialness of the silence in MfW.
Alec said that the quality of the silence influences
vocal ministry. All the speakers felt that vocal
ministry can occur in everyday life when we feel
moved to say something at just the right time.
Daphne Stedman, Bethnal Green LM

Five Days through Galilee
At the beginning of May I rode a horse for five
days through Galilee. It was one of the most
amazing weeks of my life. I used to be a rider, to
a competitive standard, when I was a teenager,
but I hadn't ridden in any real sense since then.
The reason I wanted to do this was because I had
had a year of loss, and I wanted to do things I
dream about...in their honour and for my healing.

coping with pain? I learned that bliss can exist
without pain...as long as the pain can be eased
easily. I was also told that I was a good rider! This
meant so much to me. I hadn't tested this skill for
years. And, I fell right back in love with horses.
My last days in Israel were with a peace group
called OneVoice, which I was introduced to
through Quakers. I am committed to these
people and their cause, and I provide pro bono
services to them when I can. I worked with
Palestinian activists in Ramallah and then with
Israeli activists in Tel Aviv.

Can you imagine riding a horse through this
biblical land...passing near Cana (think first
miracle), Nazareth (think Hail Mary), The Sea of
Galilee (think 'I will make you a fisher of men'),
the Carmel region (think Elijah), Armageddon
(think...well...). We rode amongst herds of sheep,
had coffee with IDF soldiers who were on patrol,
visited a new born Arabian foal who had been
born under the house of Bedouin Arabs.

I feel drawn to Israel - this complicated country and I look forward to visiting again. I can never
put a value on the opportunity to put sights and
sounds to the names I am so familiar with, from
the Old and New Testaments. I am proud of my
Judeo-Christian roots and I feel Quakerism gives
me a good vantage point to appreciate them

I developed a relationship with pain. The pain
was not where I expected it, but it was almost
constant. I learned about my own determination,
and felt a greater compassion for those for whom
pain is a never-ending presence. I also wondered
about bliss. I felt blissful during my journey. Just
how blissful would I have been if I had not been

Peggy Forell, Bethnal Green LM
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A Critical Response to ‘The British Armed Forces: Learning Resource 2014’
As mentioned at Luton and Leighton Area
Meeting in March by Don Rowe, ForcesWatch
launched a critical response, along with the
Quakers, to the 'British Armed Forces: Learning
Resource', a very one-sided, politicised, and
poor 'learning resource' for 6-16 year-olds
produced by the Ministry of Defence and the
Prime Minister's office, and promoted to all
schools in the UK in a Department for Education
email. ForcesWatch wrote a short report which I
co-authored, and which contains quite a few
quotes from Don with his Citizenship consultant
hat on. Our report is accompanied by an
excellent animation from the Quakers. The
executive summary is below.

This critical response to the resource has been
compiled by ForcesWatch with contributions
from a number of educationalists and others
specialising in learning materials. This response
does not aim to be a comprehensive critique; it
is hoped that others will conduct their own
analysis, using this response as a reference. A
video has also been made to accompany this
report.
Key concerns:
The resource was initiated by the Office of the
Prime Minister and has key sections written by
government ministers including the Prime
Minister. Other sections are written by current
or former high-ranking military personnel. No
teachers were involved its production. Its
content is politically-driven, seeking to generate
public acceptance of government policy and the
use of military intervention, and it presents
personal and political opinions as fact.

We got quite a bit of national media coverage,
including: The Independent, Times Education
Supplement, Schools Week, Morning Star,
British Forces News (including a video interview
with myself, at the bottom of the webpage), and
Russia Today.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On 2 September 2014 the Prime Minister’s
office and the Ministry of Defence launched The
British Armed Forces: Learning Resource 2014

It is poorly conceived as a tool for learning. For
example, the language it uses and the
complexity of the subject matter make it
unsuitable for many of those it is aimed at.
Many of the questions that it asks are
introduced in a leading way and the material
that would be required to explore them fully is
not provided.

The document is framed as a History, English
and Citizenship resource for Key Stages 1-4 (516 year-olds) 'to educate children about the
work of the UK armed forces', and has been
promoted to all schools by the Department for
Education. A number of substantial concerns are
raised by

The resource makes a one-sided case for the
existence of the armed forces and the arms
industry and provides no room for debate on
alternatives to armed conflict. It presents a
sanitised view of war and glorifies “military
values”.

The British Armed Forces: Learning Resource
2014. It is a largely one-sided and politicallydirected presentation of the British armed
forces, covering topics that ought to be
considered controversial - from the British
Empire to nuclear weapons - in a simplistic and
partial way, without acknowledging important
areas of debate around them. No teachers were
involved in its production, and it was completed
within a month.

The resource includes material that promotes
recruitment to the armed forces and champions
the government policy of promoting military-led
activities in schools.
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It presents a partial and uncritical history of
British involvement in war, ignoring debate over
the morality and legacy of such conflicts. These
educational and ethical concerns strongly
indicate that The British Armed Forces: Learning
Resource 2014 should not be used in schools as
a learning resource, or should only be used in
conjunction with alternative materials, and it
should not be promoted as a learning resource
by third parties. Furthermore, we consider that
the document amounts to political interference
in children's education. The Department of
Education is failing in its legal duty, under the
Education Act of 1996, to safeguard children

from the promotion of partisan political views
within schools and to offer
a balanced presentation of opposing views; local
authorities that promote the resource, and
schools that use it as it stands without
presenting alternative viewpoints, would be
doing the same.
Full report available at:
http://forceswatch.net/sites/default/files/
ForcesWatch_response_British_Armed_Fo
rces_Learning_Resource.pdf
Owen Everett, Watford LM

Economic and Sustainable Equality the Quaker Focus
After Sunday meeting I read with interest the
article in Quaker News, which I had been given,
about Quaker Equality Week. The article focused
strongly on the “huge and increasing differences
in income and wealth in the UK”, and the work
that is going on by Quakers to try to foster
awareness of the really serious impacts –
destroying people’s hopes, isolating communities
and making it extremely difficult to tackle climate
change.

that state-educated students outperform their
peers from private schools at degree level.
Independent Schools Council figures now show
that the cost of private education has risen to
above £13,000 a year for day school pupils and
£30,000 a year for boarders.
Reading these two articles close together in time
made me reflect on the increasingly worrying
economic inequality and what small steps can
realistically be taken. When I was a young man
there used to be a theatre company called 7:84,
so called because then 84% wealth of the UK was
owned by 7% of the population. Now the richest
1% own 55% in the UK and Oxfam recently
demonstrated 1% of the world’s population own
50% globally. Apart from the evident inequality
there are clear risks to the maintenance of a
peaceful society for the future. It’s not only an
issue about wealth it is also an issue about power
strongly evident in our political system that
produces so many leading politicians from a tiny
number of fee paying schools.

The following day, by co-incidence, my
newspaper had an interesting article about the
changes Price Waterhouse Cooper (PwC) is
making to its graduate recruitment policy. PwC
has decided to ditch A-level results when
recruiting graduates “because of the unfair
advantage they give to independent school
children”. PwC one of the biggest recruiters of
graduates in the UK said it would “otherwise miss
out on key talent from disadvantaged
backgrounds”. The use of the UCAS A-level points
based system had resulted disproportionately in
one in three successful candidates coming from
private schools according to the evidence. The
move was in recognition that exam results can be
distorted by school type, and followed evidence

Economic equality is a complex matter involving
issues right from the start a child has in life, even
before it is born, due to the circumstances into
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which it is born. Education is clearly a really key
factor and it is quite heartening to see a practice
like PwC recognise for quite reasonable selfinterested reasons the reality of one of the flaws
in the system. Perhaps we should be looking to
encourage other companies and employers to
look hard at their employment practices
especially at entry level. Equality is, of course, not
only a matter of improving the opportunities, for
a real lasting improvement to take place it must
also lead to an adjustment in the wealth of the
rich downwards. Maybe some wealthy folk
already recognise this to some extent for
example Bill Gates and Lord Sainsbury have both
the ambition to give away all their wealth before
they die.

How can the employment prospects of young
people who attend comprehensive schools in
impoverished areas be enhanced? Can
opportunities for everyone to improve their
position be enhanced through the work place?
The days that you could rise from typist to senior
executive seem long gone. Could companies be
encouraged to re-evaluate other employment
practices? Can we provide apprentice schemes
that actually do lead to a real job. At the end of
the day a sustainable world depends upon a fair
and even use of resources. Education is a key tool
not only to provide fair opportunity for everyone,
but also to educate the employer bodies and the
one per cent wealth holders.
It is marvellous to learn of the active involvement
of the Yearly meeting staff and Warrington Area
Meeting in pushing this agenda forward. As a
newcomer I hope that I can join in the rich debate
and real action that Quakers so pertinently
fostering. With the coming budget cuts from
government we all need to be on our guard.

Clearly such philanthropic intent is not too
evident and we have to work hard to look at ways
to help. The education system is an important
element in outcomes for people. Do independent
schools really need charitable status and tax
benefits, do they provide a charitable service?

William Weston, Bethnal Green LM

Sport and Quakerism
As I have been a Quaker Sports Chaplain*, I was
kindly invited to facilitate a discussion on Sport
and Quakerism at Romford MH on Sunday 24
May 2015. 14 Friends and 5 children and young
people took part in a lively and wide-ranging
discussion.

participating in sport which required considerable
dedication!
We said that sport is or has been important in
many of our lives. We mentioned that there can
be a tension between sports and attending
Sunday Meeting for Worship. Many people
across Britain regularly participate in sports on a
Sunday morning.
Sports chaplains seek to
respond to this by going to where sports people
are to seek to serve them in providing spiritual
and pastoral care.

We spoke about the sports we or family members
play or have played – a wide variety ranging over
swimming, football, hockey, badminton, judo,
athletics and many more. Some played at school
or clubs, some purely for recreation whilst others
participated in competitions and have won
medals at county level.
Some played an
important role in supporting their children in

We spoke of sportsmen and women who we
thought
were
good
role
models.
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We spent a while talking about whether it was a
good or bad thing to be competitive and whether
we should seek to win at all costs. Also, we spoke
about differences between sports where
competition is between individuals and where it
is between teams.

Importantly, we finished by discussing how we as
Quakers can play sport in ways which are
consistent with our values and testimonies
including on peace, equality and integrity. Some
of us were surprised how relevant these issues
are to our day to day activities. We are
challenged to live the Quaker way in our sporting
lives as well as in the rest of our lives!

Views were exchanged on some of the problems
associated with sport such as commercialisation,
professionalism, winning at all costs, doping and
gender inequality. We acknowledged these
hazards but recognised that, well managed and
properly channelled, sport can give rise to many
benefits including for children and young people.
For example, we can learn about working within a
team, fair play, the discipline of practice and hard
work, of doing our best to fulfil our potential,
giving ourselves self-esteem and expressing our
selves at a deep and satisfying level. We also
spoke of the unfairness of the lack of opportunity
for many children and young people resulting
from the inadequate resources for sport in some
schools and in some boroughs and counties.

(* I served as a Quaker chaplain in a multi-faith team of chaplains in
the Athletes' Villages at the 2012 London Olympics, the 2012
London Paralympics and the 2014 Glasgow Commonwealth Games.
I would be happy to facilitate a similar discussion elsewhere in
NETAM or beyond!)

Peter Green, Wanstead LM

Help Me Help Improve Access to Health Information in Africa
High quality information is vital to supporting
good healthcare. Access to health information
is subject to considerable inequality globally
(including in the UK). In the UK the shift to web
based materials for public health campaigns
takes no account of the digital divide where
large numbers do not or cannot access the
internet. Publishing models are such that only
those with access to a large university library
have ready access to large swathes of the
scientific literature. The Public Library service
is a means to address both these issues with
free internet access and projects to provide
onsite access to specialist journals

In my professional life I work for the NHS
supporting the whole health team to access
the information they need for patient care and
research. Through this work I have come into
contact with the charity Partnerships in Health
Information (PHI). This small charity works with
African libraries to build capacity, support
evidence based practice and improve public
access to health information. Last year I met
with two Tanzanian librarians who had been
hosted by PHI as Commonwealth Professional
Fellows for a three month study tour in the UK.
They were supported to develop their skills and
knowledge while also sharing the ways they
tackle
professional
challenges.

Libraries are vital resources for combating
inequality
everywhere.
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Skilled library staff are at the heart of
improving access to health information and PHI
is all about building.
I have registered for a run at Hatfield Forest
called the Hoohaah on the 21st of June on
behalf of PHI. There is 10k to cover with some
hilly terrain so it should be reasonably hard
work. I am using JustGiving to raise funds (the
site will remain open for a few months after
the run). Any support that you can give for this
would be much appreciated - be it financial or
sharing with people who you think might be
sympathetic to this cause.

Alan Fricker, Epping Meeting LM

Wanstead Local Meeting recorded the deaths of our Friends Fred Linge, who died on 18th
March, and Philip Pollard, who died on 23rd April. Fred's funeral was held in the manner of
Friends at Manor Park Crematorium. Philip's funeral was held at City of London Crematorium
and followed by a Meeting for Worship at Wanstead.
Wanstead Friends are preparing Appreciations of the Grace of God in the lives of both these
Friends.
Norman Frith, formerly of Wanstead Meeting and the architect of Wanstead Meeting House,
died on 22nd March and his funeral took place at Wanstead Meeting House in April.
Sharon Frederick Langridge, Wanstead LM
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